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· event came fr·om noise. alorie. (i.,e ~, · likelihoodaratio) .. .. · The •. · · · 
. fl_ . 
• • c;;;,-~ 
I.;,.·· :-~urpose gf the: present research was td investigate the 
. 4 
. .. ' 
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. adde·d ·to the _noise ·alone value 0 it is assumed that· both -
st·imul i- , give.·. rise to. a probability di st ribution of <s·e nsoty 
< e.vents0 · The extent to which these dis~'~ibuti.ons· ov:erlap ---·----~--·· _______ --------·~--·-:_· __ ~: 
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· value for the probability-: ~ensity func'~i,on for the · · /> · 
....... , ......... . 
L • 
·--·-· -~ - - -· -
. ·_, .noif~e . distrib.uti,-an. -and_.· f9_r> the· signal · distribution a·· · The ... ··· 
· ·· ratio of these ordinate values (likelihood=ratio) is 
cJ . 
compar.ed wi.th the det·ector'fJ s established criterion :._ . 
'. -..""' 
• 
·•=-·c-~ ··-.. ·~·i...~~ I -=· -- -
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· als,o El value of likelihood-ratio o If the likelihood- ..... · .. -··--~---· 
ratio associated with the particUlar. sensory . event equals · 
. . ' . 
or exceeds that of the cl'iterion O thEln the. decision made 
_'.._:t·,(('· ;· h, 
._ . ' I : ~ 
is to respond la signal 00 o Sensory events associated with· 
:.1 . 
· 'likelihood-ratio. values·. less· than the established 
; . 
·qrit~rion are.respon.d.ed to ·as· noiseo. · ·-···- --· ---; . 
· The likelihood .. ra.tio, criterion is established by extra-
. . . . . . . . . ' . . . . 
sensory factors;;, That ts 0 · ga,.llle theol'etic considerations 
·. ··. such as costs and values associated with outcomes and · ·· 
pre.,,knowledge of .the. f rE!quency of noise . alone and 
. . . . . ' ' -~-
signal-plus=noise ·· events (!, er~ori. occurrence of. signal< · 
'. d ·. 
. .. 
·.· & noise) determine a likelihood value which used· as ,a •····· 
The present expe.riment was concerned with demonstrat-
sing that· overlapping. distributions of physical· values in 
. a mult]...,,sti!)lulus disci'imination task can serve, in imodelg ... · · 
.. i 
. -· 
. . ~ 
·.. .· '1' 
. . . t . . . N 
.· for the hypothetical· distribution of s8nsory events an.a - .. /j 
: ..... · ·•• • . . · . · . · .. · . . . · ·. · . .· . · ·.. . . . · · . . . . . · . . . .. · . . . . · -··-··· .. ~-.'..·-···-·-,- _ -·- -·--~ .:. : .:, .. ,c ..• c ·-- -·· ~ 
· ·.· , ,in so doing.-:.al-low-a··mo·re'··deti:rftea~rnspectI011 Of--the · . · · .. ··. ··.· ·· .· ·.·· · ·•· .· .. · · > 0 
in. t8Sponses (signal or . ncfis13.-) ]Kcu:tg -una:atf,LffiCert·afl'lty , . · · -• - · : i".>{f 
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. ,,, various outcomes.Q . · 
- ----- - ----------::·-·-·---·--···---- ·. ·_:,. ' .. 
., .. - __ ,. -,·-· -.· . ... : .. .. _;,·....... . . 
aerng 8ble tq specify, the -distribution :of stimulus 
. . 1 •, . . . . ' . . . . 
.. ' 
··· · · .... events» ft became possible to investigate the· validity of 
. . . 
····.-·".·r"'''""-. 
the concept of likelihood .. ratio decision making.. The 
· ... 
: 1-
nature and shape of the diitribution of noise alone event~ 
. ,:,_ .· . 
•. 3U . W. 
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. . ' (.!l events) and signal-plus-=noise events(~ events) 
,---·· 
determined the. po·ssible value·s · of likelihood=ratio: and · 
I • · wheth·e:r each ·value was unique o 
. '• .. ,., . 
By appropriately:chop§jng • • 
• 
. a '• ' 











· manipulated when the likelihood~ratio for uncertain 
. 
. -~ -~-~-~ 
. efvents (events for 'Which the ntlise~alone and signal~plu~-
. noii.se prob.ability_. density· fun.ct ions· overlap}·' remained· · ... -.,; •. 
. 
constanto In addition 0 by selecting n and-~ distribu·tions 
. 
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••••"M"-,~'•"". ,••·:--•~• one· could test for Q0 ·s· abi·lit·y to incorporate a tw·o~fold 
.. 
criteriono 
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The Os used were ·s11 ver King pigeons maintained at ......, 
80 per -cent of their 00 frea. fee·ding 00 weight t_hroughout . 
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. darkened chamber (LVE Model ·,1519). containing.a panel with -
--------------------
-------- ---
. ·t·wo horizontally. positioned translucent ·plexiglas·s peck-
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- . . . . 








. . ' housed a food magazine which could be raise~d to permit . . 
--··--·:--.--- '. , . -- .. . -- .......;. --~ -- ----- -. -----, --·;···---·. 
access t_o;grain as reinforcement~ The circ~1ar p~cking -. 






· mounted . in an in~line projector behind .each. key e .. A. noise 
. ' 
· generator supplied ·wh~te n.oise to the chamber throughout· 
. ' . .: . ' . '._-._ -
- the - exp er i me· n t o _ : 
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_ The ta.sk· performed was a two-choice ~-1.rccessive ·-
.. · __--_-.discrimination task.o Ten- leve-1 s · of illumination of white-
• :·· l,ight were· to be discriminate·d o T.he · .ten in·tensities were 




-. lamps which. were ·in series o The resistance values· were -·• 
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. equal incr~ments ·of ohms of resistance 9 the :stimGlus values •• '~ ...... ,..,,;:!. .•. =! 
-
-
. 0 and 1 (0 and 10 ohim of. resistance:9 respec_tively) were - l' .. ,f .• 
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represented the. most di'fficult di.scriminatioho ·-~-i--l~ot 
•- • -~ ·-. - .1 ••. 
investigations demonstr~ted that.bird~c~utd perform.·· 
· . a t~o=choice--. discrimination i-nvolving th.a stimulu:s_ 
· values. 0 and 1· to a 90 per cent correct, respt:,-nse 
_____ _ 
·-----··-- .. _· ______ ' _·.----~ - --·-----··---------·- ,b.---------- -•. 
·;, criteriono 
' 
· A trial· began with. the presentat:ion .of the same · 




,_intensity. on both keyse Offset' of the stimulus was 
. 
' 
,_ continge.nt on the bird 0 s response to ·either of. th·e 
. ' 
. 
·. . . 
. · two keyso for -each intensity· value o access to grain -· 
., .... -·-··-· 
· , as reinforcement was ~ontingent upon a left. or· ri.gh.~.-
. ·key peck as· defined· by the exp.er·imenter and to be dis·--·_·.· .. _ 
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· _,. -.. advantage of avoiding a confounding of· the effect of.·· 
. .. . . reward and the· 1ength of. the blackout p,eriod b-etween · _ .· .. _ · .. ' ..... . :·.· .. • ;·-· . .. 
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Figure l_e_:. Distribution 
.groups of .. n 
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Th~ thrije sets of n·and ~-~istributions-~epresented three 
. - -·· -·---·------- ·- ·---- ---------
·-----·-·--·~---- --·- · ··- ------
separate gl'_9.~.PSo The only parameter difference between 




· events for .whi·ch the ! priori.· prob~bilit_~_e_~-- -C?_f- n and c2., 
··were a5 (21 n events and 21 s E=l,\len .... ts)o·· ~ 
o;=o 
· The specification of the relative .. frequencies of 
n and S· stimulus· e\Jents for-' each level of illumination 
. permitted the calculat~on of likelihood~ratio for each 
. 
- -- --· .... -----··------------- - -
. . .. stimulu·s value in ·the overl.ap . of.a. ~ht? qistributions II) It . .. 
····•··· .. is to ·.be· n~t-e·d that ··each st..imulus iJLt.his · are.a of uncel'-. 
• ·-.-. ·--:-tainty ·has ·a. unique likelihood<;Oratid value associate.d with. 
. ___ . ___ ..... ·-• -· • _ ... ---~·-··-
-· 44-• •• ~ --- • 
-
,., ·-·-- ------ - . - - - ...... - . 
· it which could serve in the decision making process. 
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·The s and n distributions for group 8 w.ere rectang-. . ...,, . • ·""=I> . .. _: .. : • . ..... , ....... ,. ... ,. .. . .· .. '. . : . . 
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corresponding dist ri.butions for group A, as we1·1 as the . 
same ~ e,ripr~ probabilities of .D. and ~ events ( 21 .!! events I 
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. . ,, 
·... ~.Jorc.. .. tbe .· ax.~'---o-f'c ... o.verlap . remained· constant .. -. In other words, · .. , ······ > I 
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The distributions for group C consisted'of a rectang-I 
I . 
ular distribution! of noise· alone events and a symmetric 
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unimodal distribution of signal~plu.s-noise events0 -· Beith 
the n and s · distributions had. the same mean·o . The range · c:::=a -- c::&ID .• 
. ' 
- -•. ; ----· ·- -·· ·- -
. crf ·uncertainty was'· greater than --i'n. grou·p·s A and ':.Be ·" Since -
. . 
both distributions were symmetric about the ·same meani, · · ... 









each value of likelihood was not unique o In other words, 
- - ---- --
~ "' .... -·--·- ----- ---·. -- '. - . ---- . -·---- ---··-·-·-----------------. -·--- ----- ----·--------···-- .. --.. ···--·-··-
there were two ~timulu~ values equidi~t-an_t above and 
·. below· the mean· .. ·urhich .we.re as-sociat·ed · with each value of · • ' ! • • • . ' • • 
lil<elihood=ratia o T.he dis~ribut.ions of group C rePresent~d .·· 
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sand n events~ · 
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Since the proposed research co·nsisted of three ·. . . . - . . 
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. -The birds of each gi'Ollp were' given one day ··of pretrai.ning 
,,. 
/_____ --~~-~UJ:'~9- L\lti-i-e-h-t.f-ley · Were m8gazine trai~ed and conditioned 
., ··to peck -wi_th an equal probability at the two keys ·equated > 
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·• of numbers from 1 to 42 determined the sequence of n and . . . . . ' 
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, 
-· and--s- event-s for group A·;---- tts·i:rrg ·the· same identification ..,,,,,,. 
pro:ce~s for the. !l and ~ events an.d the same random list 





r-. - . -was establi-shed for the 42 e'vents used in- -"the- block. of .-, ' . -·"--~- . . 
trials for group Bo - That is O the sequence of left~ 
-.. 








. . . . 
..• wis~i · bY using the same iaentitication process ror the 
·.--- ~ ·----- ·-·----.--·-·-· ·---- ---
·_ 20 n· and. 20 s events and the order of the fir~ft 40 - numbers 
- ; . 








c:-rcc~'"c-----<---·-~C..~----c~-------~ ---~-·-~· -' in_the same random list, a timilar seque~ce of ll and §.! · 
- events was established. fo.r,group Co_-- Once the ·sequence· of 
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fl 
·. remained the same throughout the eXp8riment. The eq.~ating. . .... · . { , ' . • ' : ',, , : ,, - , ' ' ' - _· ·_· , ·-, -__ · ·__ ' ·_ ', ' -- , , , - ' ' .• , , , , , , .· , -. - - - ' - , -_. ·, - -. - > , ll 
_._.-_.--· , , •\ ... _· ·.· .... _ .. ,' of, the 'sequences o{ _ n __ ,j!_QQ-'-~ s :~.e--~ __ ~JJ_:t __ ~~--Jl.ITlQ:O .. Q .. :~:-t_be __ ~_:t.b .. r .. e_a. .. :_g_r_o:u~p.-S-.:---~---'-·--:----L.~.~-~---~~-----~'"''C";--~·~----------~:c·-i ~'-:'c".·c--_~;~,~--C'."~-"---·'--c:·+·"--'-,----'------~'-';----,=--~---··.c·:~--.---~--c-·-----~-------.---·-:·----c·"----•--------- --.---------·,--:-.- ._ .. ---_--_. I ' .. , 
. . . 
- . • : .· .. _· --- • - ·_. ·_ · •. -.·._- -· .. ·: •• _· ... --.-- ·. ·:_ -····_ - •l 
· -~-as_ d--crne·-··in· ah ef_fo_rt to. ch·eck for the learning of a series · 
··ofle.f.t and right responseso_· That_iS9.i.n -the event that 
. ·the birds disregar(;led the intensity · dimension and responded 
. . .. '· . 
. . .. 
.· . . qn the··· b~asis -of, posit.ion·p _- t_~e .. perf'or_mance, of. ~he 'three 
'9r°OUp S W0u11:f be . similar• 
_ _ _ _ _ _ . ____ -~ . ~ __ _ . . ·. .·. l 
... · .. h:··-L- _; 7 · ; -- '····: _:_ - ·-; . ·r n· 0 ra e if-f.0 ··1 nc1uea-lli8 :_ d9 t·e 1'.:f or·-to ..... Sh If C .h Is ~ ~ it~ r i~-~- . . -- ·--- ·-·-· . .... 1 ·
and 9;nerata :· receiver<Ooperatrn9 cha!'acteristiC (ROC) curves . _ < ~ 
- , ,,,, ·-··· , ' ·-- --
---- - ., __ --- - ...... _ .------ .: - -· 
- , , -
,d fot· eaCh .b&rd.,,c:the.jJay"of'f' m.ilrixof···cost and· t'eUfSrds· -o.r .... '? .... -.. -~ .. ~ ---·->-I 
' ' 
. , tJ o~tcomeS was manipulated rathei' than chariglnf'~ EF.iOi=i. ~- -- · - · · · ·.· · ·. ····~ 
-
- . - -- -- -- ' - - !. pr.obabi1it)/ of §. ahd D. eventso ·.· The four possible outcomes · . ! 
' . . ' . , 
- . . . fi 
of the tilio choice task were a hit {response §. to event .~) 0 ! 





· miss (response Ji to event ~}, correct rejeCtion (response 
' . , 
' ... 
· .... 
. ::TI.:;: - • • • 
·=- . • - • • · , ·- • -• -• ... ·•,··-~~-•.,__ ___ ,. -u --r-... .-,,., -~-•. ~ .... ,- ... -,..-
r .,,.:'.I 





. .. N to event n), and false alarm (response S to event n)o - -- -- . ....... --·. 
-
-
Incorrect. responses 0 · ie.9-o misses (~1) and false ·alarms (FA) __ 
were immediately follouJe-d by -the four second - ITI e ·- The 
combined time that food was made available for a hit ~H) 
and a correct rejection (CR) for each condition of the 
~a--yo.ff- ma:t,rix summ,ed---t-o-·f.ive- s"ec-onds o - The three sequences 





pres~nte-d in Table 1 o As indicated in T_abl_e -1 9 all birds _ 
. 
. 
-received_ 1 O days ·during .which .. hits and corre·c·t; · ·te·j e cti:on_s "- , __ .c..~ 
. were rewarded equally before two. of th·e six. birds started 
. 
. 
.each ·of t.he · three sequenc·es of ·payoff matrix conditions 
: '. - .. - ···i···· -:- ·- . ---··" .. - . ~ - -··--·· .. 
- - - ------ ---- - ---- - --- . ---------· -- ,... ... 
. ·-· 
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TA-BLE 1 · 
. . 
s-·· 
-Sequ·ences of· payoff_ matrix·conditio·ns·for all' exper't·-mental 
Time food • 1S 
Ascending 
. - CR .H 
Days-· 1-10 ,2! 2.1.-
· .. 2 
1 4 
16cm2Q 1t ·-3.al 
-4 




- --- -- - .. . 
available for correct respons_es (secst,) 
• 
Descending- 'A-brupt · Transition 
CR H CR H 
2, :2!· 2!_ 2t 
-4- 1 1.! ·. 
-\-
. .l. 34 
3t 1f 4 1. 
3. - ·. -.. 3 .. , i 














Days 31 ... 35 I 
and 36 2'¥ 2·f 2f 2f , 2; 2f - -- -l 
I 
- 'r 
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THEORY · 
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-··--·-·- -------------····-----··.---- ----------- .. ···-·····. 
Since the~ralative ·frequency with-which· each stimulus 

















. • . . 
. . '.. ~ 
value appeared as noise alone and. as signal=plus=ncnse ... ' --- C 
- ' _J 
· was experimeotBlly--specif ied 0 optimal performance (maXfriium · .. ···• .·. ·. ·. > .· ·.· .. ] 
Sxpected value) could be detetmined for each group. The_ . . ........... · J 
predictions of optimal· performance -coul-d -be_ made in terms .------1-· • • • 
• 
. 
of _ bo·th ROC curves and--t·rfe distribution of· N and -S ·,"".· -.... .... ........ 
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. : -type of distribut.ions -usual.ly assumed to operate in TSO . 
. ··-··._··in that. they were :Syminetric .. :unimodal .;distributions, I 
.. • 
----------------,C---~'----~- --- ------ -- . -... -









. . . ;. 
·._ . ; .. : . . .· ; . - . "', · __ .: - . . -[ . 
approximat.ing the· normalo 
. -W O U 1 d · :r 8 SU 1 t . i n t h e---ma X i m U ~ __ Jl._a.._y_g~f .. f.,~c_Q,_\lJl._~_,_t. b.,a, ____ l .. 9.n.g,~'".):~.U-A:·-·-:·W-a-s" .. ~--~--:~::·-:-~"·--~-~~"-·;, ... ~,-~---~:~:~~-~-=--c'---~:-~---··:i: .. -~------,--···.·01···~--:::.cf'c.,:.:=--'--::,"·--'~-----:: .. _.;.-.,:---:·--,~---···---_:__~----------~""'"'-::---·.·-:·····'. .. , ..:'...: ......... , ... ,,c,:...._, _ ___;_ .. ,s"--<"•·•------------~----···--------·-·--···. -- . ' . . 
-- . ,. .. 
. . . . . ··. . . . .. -. ,. . . .. ,_· - < .. ·-: l ..... · · ··• ·.·.·.···.··the adoption of a point inclusive decision rule based on • 
· f 
· - likelihood ratio 0 That is 9 for the ideal .dete_ctor who 





- knows· ·the costs and values· associated with _the poss:ible -- -· 
·. -
-· •--, ·-· --




·simply compares the likelihood=,ratio associated with each · 
stimulus event (t·he r~lative frequency of n ev~nts tci ~ 
-· 
-:-· '. . 
. . 
. , I::;'".: 
- .. 
' .. r -[!.1 - :J· ~------~~liiliw.:- -,, - - - - I ~ • • ~ • - -- -=,:: - -
• o • • 24l38, s•• ~· -
----~ ------·--··-· ''·' -~';"""·:~·---·"·-.·-·----~-··.· _ .. '.=~ _,_,:~-~ ~ ' . ) 
_;__-· 
... ,--.- .:- _·_ ....... , ... ----.--·--··~ .. - ----
... 
· ·.· 16 
ev·ents for each stimulus). to his criteri.one . If the likel.i-








· ~deal detector 8 s priterion 0 ihen the response.,~ is giv~n. ·· 




. · :. exceeds the ideal detector 0 s criterion,· then ·t_he response. 




.; s . 
-'-·---··-. .. . . ·--">--~·~·--~_., ······~,------ ---- : · .. ·-













-· ' '. ' . . ' ............ ----·-- '"_ ..... ·"----~-,--·,·"_·--···---.~-.~.-_ .. _ .. _ ... --·-1 · For the n and s distributions.· f..ar·grou_.-P A (see Figure 1.), · / ·· l ·.- = r 
.. 
· · optimal performance wou·ld be seen as selecting a· stimulus · - · · 
. l. 
· value ·to serve as a· cutoff~.· For stimulus~values below this 
'· 
cutoff O . the re·spanse . N isc given whereas ·for stimulus valuesi,. 
... ,:· equal to _or greater\t~han the. c.utoff 0 • the response 2_ .is 
~.· 
. . I) 
.. '·. gi.vena The ·position. of· the stimulus value criterion for ·. ·, · _· 




rnay. fall~~in be~ween any two .consecutive· stimulus valueso · ' . '~! . 
-
For example 0 the optimal decision strategy under the equal· i 
. <f ' . 
-
. 
.,.~ ·-~ ~ -;-;1· -• -------- - ,,.. 
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' . 
. ,, 
payoff· matrix (both types of ·correct resp·t?h;,es re_~eiv-ing 
··. _M 2! s.ecso -of_ available. f.ood) is to place the cutoff point 














--- ---- - ----·-·------- .. --- ·---. . .---.---··-. 
---- -··· ---- ---· ------ -------·-
_· --·· .:___ ____ ; __ . ---· ·- ---·-- T n 'e -per.f_o_r~ance of the ideal detector. defines a __ locus 






. · .variables P p{ H) and p( F'A) 0 represents a two-=dimensional 
.. - space on wh·ich all ·possible. perfqrmance. of an,. Q can be 
displayed~·· An example of. an ROD curve. is shown in Figure 2. 
. The st~aight -line e~tending from .the origi~ to -the poi.nt -
p(H)=1.DOt p(fA)~1000 is the chan6e line which r~presents 




. • I 
... , . I 
I 
-- .. I 
'.·· 1 . 
.... ·; -. 
·. the····p~rf ormance of an Q who does not respond. dif fere.ntially ·· ·· :. · · I 
H 
· .. ·· .. to !l and 2. events,, ··Figure 2 also snows the locus of points · ... ·. ~,J 
. ·. . ·· .. ·. . · .... ·- .· . . . . - ... _-. . . m 




--------- ~- - ·- --- - -
------------...-----:. • 
' fj 
• · , · · det.ection curve is generated ·by sweeping a point inclusive •.·_.1
1
:_: 
· . decision rule along the n and s distri.b~tions· of group· A - ........ ,· 
· in Figure; 1 Q Thus r> as· the ideal detector Er s criter iori moves · : .. ·.-,.,_,. .· . '····--·---.-· '. _____ . . - . 
-
. . 
-·.--- .. _--.-.---·----· .. _ "-·-.--- - ac-ros-s-,tM-e ---s;timulu-s·:-dimens±-o n 0-- -th·e · p(H-)-··ana···i:r(·F·A)-- chang·e·s ·. :·- · 
. J 
· ... --ana·· this· traces a . s.,eries of· po:i.nts on t.he ROC curve o When . ·_ 
· : : · · · 
-
· 
· · · · · · · · · 
- . rl 
.. -----------------........... ----·--.. ----.. _ ·- -·· ~ .... t.h .. et .... i.d.e al ____ de.t.e.c.t or VI _s ... cr.i t-e.r-i-on----i-s-.. ---pos·i-ti o-n e·d - ·b·e-1 ow---·---stim·u1·-u·s--·---... -----· ·---------.. :--.-~ .. -·-···~--·,-·---1 
· '\alUe·O (see.figure 1) ~~en all stimulus va1~8:s_ar~_giVen - . J 
, _.- _:_-::· ', _ ·--:_' __ :d:ete.cto~· nio\1-~is ,,h·is.:criteri.on- betweer1_-stirnulus values-c~.o_ and;. , ·•·· ... _·,·-. -_·_, · ·--:·i 
- : • . . -----'· . - .---: ... •---~=~ _ ---=:. , ---,- --· ... -· ..... _.:~ ..... c,~•~ .: : __ ,-=~--·-a .. ,c,•ce7-ef.;i"~cc~,=,:,~:~~-'-"'=--~~~--0 ~.0 s•~,~•:",~-- ~•0 ==~=·--· ·· ..=-,_,_. -· · ' · ·-~~,.:.c~~--•--.:..-· -----·------.. ·-----,-------:--- - --- -· - .. · - .. . 
·. - -
·. . ~ 
--.--
........ .- _, 
I 
.·· .. · .... --~· ·:.·_._!J-· t-herLonly tha stimulus· value O ·ts· given the response .§. ··•· 1 
a·n·d p(H)=1/21=o05 and p(fA}=aOD©. LlJhen the ideal detector 0 s 
criterion is between stimulus values 1 and ·2 0 the stimulus 
_.;···; . 
. ' ' . 
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-
·values O and .1 are given the response·_§, and.the. p(H)=3/21= 
s14 and P(FA·)=oODo ·uJhen the ideal detectOr 8 s criterion 
·. is placed between stimulus values 2 and 3_ 9 the p(H)~7/21~o33 · 
. • I 
·. -and p ( FA ) ~ -o O O o - -Hawe v e r o, ··- tJJ hen · the. 1-a ea l -a et e ct or 0 s · c r it e r i o ri · . . - . . - . ~ . 
is· place.d between stimulus. values 3 and '·4 0 · the p (FA) does 
.-
.... --- . -· not remain· at· zero since there is one n e.vent. to which th_e 
-· 
. response §, is givenD p(H)=14/21=.66 and p(F"A);1/21::.ao5. •' . '' ·, , , ' : 
. 
. 
!" •. .,,.,. ~- .... ,._. 
· JJJh.eo ... t.he_ ideal detect or 0 s · criter1on is betvJeen '. stimulus .-
value s · 4 and 5 ·. th e . p ( H) = 1 8 / 21 = o 8 5 and p ( f" A .r:: 3/'.21 := .• 1 4 • 





· rates r-esult which can: be used to s·pecify the locus of ··_. · 
. . . 
. . 
. 
· the· .ideal detecto·r in the ROC space (se·e fi.gure_ 2). · 
As in ·group A, th_e ·-o-pt-i.mal strategy for maximizing ~: ___ : __ _ 
.. - .v·. 
, . . 'f. 
. . .. : 
. 
.. --,-: .·-·:.___-· 
I ·. 
~r. ~· · ___ _:.___~~~~'-=:c:-~~~~~~~-h I > 
.·.·· .. ·.·· .. expected. value in.· group. 8 · is that of the likelihood. ratio ~.. .. . . ._ ... ' ' . -








- ------···- -·- _ _._ -----·--·-- ----
----- - ~---------I.II·-~--'--~------'-'."---···_. - -~--~---~-----~~~}alJJ~-~ --~_:t,hg __ .g,.- priori .. · pro bab il itie s. remain constant e · For·. a11· 
' 
. . -- .. 
. 
. ' . -. ' 
·•_··differential·. payoffi,-,matrix ·con~itions, 'the optin1al criterion · · 





>: ;6 and ·7 .depending ---upon-.-wh-ich--type of correct response, H • · ' .. • 
-:.:.... 







. . .· .... ·. ·. H·owever V when a -H and. a C~--.-ar~. raw:a-rded c-~quallY.,·o': ..... itlie. like~.- -, _:,,-:~:: .... ,-· --~~~.;-:.o.h"-~~-."~·-,•: . ...._.~-----~-:.~Cf-=--·•'  • •• ~ ~ :;, • C • •- •-• • ,, - • "" • ...... ~ \',•'t.> • • I • 
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· terms of th~ n and! distributions for group 8 9 the stimulus 
values 3~6 all have a likelihood~rati~ ·of loOO~ Therefore, 
' (I ·._ . 
.. C"' 
. -· . 
·.... . . .-.. 
-..... . ( 
1i. ' .. 
. . ,. 
. 
. - .. ··,······-·-····~--------·· . ·-··4··-.-·-----··'······-·-···-·· 
lilllillllf ,, -- ~ii!,;·"' c •.• , . . . ·-···--· • 
.t,'. 
" .··--; -· . -, 
-----,--~----·- --- --- ~--------
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-the -_opt-im-al criterion is not ,uniquely. ·specified and the 
-· choice of.· any· one cute.ff position in this range is as _ .. __ .•.. -.. ,..._ -
.. · optimal .a.s ~any· other a , Since ·thet~·e is no stimulus. uncer-
. 
' 
.tai.nty_ fg~ stimulus values· Oc:,2: and 7G.J9 and:, complete uncer·~ 
. - . . . 
. 
. . . 
. . . 
· tainty for· stimulus values 3=6 0 the· ideal detector using a 
···.likelihood=rat.io .c:titeritrrr·r·esJJonds-s tos·t1mnrr-0~2-and · ' . '.. 
. 
. - ' . 
. . ' 
re-spends. r~ _ to ·all -other · stim_uli when the .reward~-·for a CR is·_ ..... ' ' . 1··------ -----··· ,. ,. ==- ' .· '. ;j' ---.· -~,,. 
_.. ' •.. ·. . • . 









. greater .than for a· Ho · Correspondingly, when· the reward·_ -
· for a H is great~r than for a CR, ·the id~al< de~ector · •-
respand:s j1 to stimuli 7-9 and responds i to .. all other:·_--
. stimuli o _ Whe.n • the reward for a· H and a CR are equal., . the· · 
.. 
·.optimal.criterion position. is an.ywhere . in. the overlapping. 
rE?gion of .. the ri and ·s distribu:tioris, _· · . .· 
. 
. - -
·. . . . . ' . ' ----'--~~--~---'----~---'----~~ . 
. ------ _,_·. - .: ... ;.:_:___;----:;--~ - --~--
·: .T-he optimal_ st rate·g_y fq_;r . group; B defin_es. a locus.· . . ' . 
. 
of poi·nts on the ROC ·curve (see figure 3}~ The ideal · ' ~ . 
. . detector curve displayed in ·r igi1re · 3 is · generated by _the_ ' • ' • ' 
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' :-. _p:t:'ijyictus· disq_u~-~~on of optimal .. str·ategy·· for_._gr(l~p _ 8 o' _the .----.> 
\ 
.ROC curve for the ideal detector under the various differ-
ential payoff-~-matrix. conditions consists of two .poir:,ts, . ' . 
\. 
I 
. ' ~._L· 'I. 
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p(H)=045, p(FA)=~OO and p(H)=1 o00 and· p{FA)=o_?5o· The 
i. · · · ... -. ·.·-· . : portion of the __ i __ 9_~_?J._l ____ _d_e.te.ct_o_r curve which· is parallel. to· r:··--·-··"·····-·---~--·--:-:--".:.:_ ···-··"·~:,·---·--·..:·--------:-'--·-··--··--·-·····-··-··--~-,----··--·c·--· - . ' . ' .· . . . \ . ... . . 
. 
. ' . . 
.· 
. 
. i ·· : the cha·nce · line · r.epresant s .a.11. the .. ·e qua·l ly optimal · per-
f·ormance.s. possi.ble when the "reward f·or .a H and·.· a CR are 
-_ · ... -~· - -·-··-·--. '---••. 
.. ·aqualo. - ,_ .-----·-····. ·- ',_ - ..... 
. 
. 
. The optimal strategy for _group ··t:, as in the previous. __ .. ·1·. 
. . _-·. groups 11 ._· is one based on likelihoodc:oratiao · Howevero· an 
inspection of th·e !2 and·§.,· distributions for group· C ( see . ; , _ _::~.: .... ,~-:-:..~---·~----:---:---:·-·_ ·.:..:..,-------·----~--







. rat.ib ha:s two stimulus valu.es associated -with it o ·. Th.erefore, · 
a cri·terion using likelihoodCZ3·ratio ·has tw.o ·stimulus ,values· : .·.·.·.· . . . . . . . 
. .• 
associated' with it. ·. The ref or~ e. a. cI'iter.ian uSing likelihOa~- · · 

















· swept· across the stimulus dimension a·s · is -~done in generating · 
. 
. 
. ·_ the 1·ocus of points for the .ideal dett3ct.or in the_ previous. 
groups P t~e _resu_l t is_ an .ROC. cu-rve- wMich· is -_sym·met·ric-- aE>"au·t· --------------;·.. ·. ·- ·. . . . . - ··;, ' .. : . '• . '... . . :- ' . 
. . 0. 




•... ·· . . . '' ·. 
. . ; .· ~-- . • .. ,- .. .·6--.. . . .· ·. 
. ... • . . . : . . 
. ·. ' • . . . ·. the. chance .line an_d· does not . deviate. greatly· --f-ro_m· ·charrce-·_· ... --··· ---·· · 
.. - ~ --·.· -e·, -~--- --···------- . - ------ --·-.·-·-··--- ·:· ----. ---· 
. ... . 
: ·rhe sttategy_ which res·ults in ,the maximum expected value: 
. · ·is to esta_blisha. .1.ikelihOClQc;s~ratio crite"1:ion~ 0 based_··on·-th.e·_,.-:·.:,~~:, _·_·. ·• 
. - --' and to ~mploy a two""point criter.ia,no. · .. The-'applicatf;~---of a · 
two-point criterion can be seen in terms of the .D. and ~ 
. .· . ··, . 
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• • The. ROC· curve far the 
- ·.' ·. . -
one- point criterion 
. : . . 
ideal d·etector· arid the_ two-point ·cri.terion ideal' detector -. 
group Co ... 
·_' . ' .· -·-;-· 
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respond ~ for stim.ulus values 6-3 ·and to r.,e..spond_ li for 
\ 
stimulus values outside· this · range would.- b·e an example of a 
t~o~paint detisi6n rul~o 
070 and p(FA)=8/2D=o4Do As th,e range. of stimulus values 
equidistant from t~~ mean.increases (decreases) the H ·and ._ ~- ; 
-F-A ra·te ·i:ncreases -(decreases) o The ROC. C\urve for· the 
.ids.al detector using a likelihood~ratio decision pro~ess 
. . 
- .with a- two=poini criterion is shown in. F.igure 40 
. . 
. . . . 
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are·the ROC cu~ves~_for 
six birds i·n grq1Jp_ A·o - All :-birds- in group A d~monstrated· 
abi-lity· t'fJ5; change the_ir criterion of response so as': · 







.· ... detector. using. a· likelihood-ratio· decision process to .. · ···. · - . ' 
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below- the ·locus of the_ ideal detector o --- ~- . - --





__ the negative : diagon~l -( not shqLUn) o -- -._ HovJever 9 ~- po:i:At~-!ta-''-~----_ 
_ Day 36 9 ~enoted a~ 






each bird 9 fell· __ in<thesame·a-rea·of the· 
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th·e san1e payoff 0_ 
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figure ROC curve .for Bird· 79 . . 1n. the des·cend.in.g· 
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. - . 
- -- , q_irds, __ 84 _(s-ee Figure 7) and 8.1 (ryot shown} tuhich· received 
_ the ascending CR payoff .sequence 9. the ROC curve was 
generated in the opposite dire·ctiono _ That i
0
s, from the -
. c~ 





. .. for the abrupt tranSition conditilJn,of birds 2 (not shown) 
•.. : ... -- ---- : __________ ,_,_. _______ - ----- ·-·'······--·····--·· -----··-- --
. - . 
- - -·-···· --·- ·-- . 
and 4 (:see F_j.gore 8) the payoff matrix sequence resulted 
-----,_ . . 
in an altEirnation of- the data paints b_eitlg. generated on , -- __ J 
. , . . either side .of the negativ·e diagonalo 
-_ . 
. . . --











. . data points i·n the ROD space-a ·rn g·eneral,- ~he point. 
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· __ previou_s payof~f----condit.ion-o ---A--s--th-e-c:J-a,ys· pr:ogressed· data··-- --
-_ -- '.----
--
---·-·· -·--· ... ,_. point·s ·stabilized -ih a -- particular lo oat ion· in the ROC 
· ·· space near the locus of the. ideal -detector o · - _ ·In many: 
.. cases for __ all-birds in gro·up As, the_- first two ·days Lfhder 
. . 
. ' . 
' 
. 
a .given payoff matrix ·resulted in a moyement a~_ng the -
-· .. -- .. - ····.--·- --··- . ·---··'-- ··--·- ---· - -···---····---- - ---·· --·· 
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. a .new locatione · This establ1:shment· o.f a new location· · · 
---- -- ------------------------- -- -------- ------·- --
---·--··--·--,----·-··-··•"' . : --
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• paints -gener~lcts-d-- by-',_:bird -95· -under the-_ payoff-_.-- matri·x ·in -~ · · . ' . . . .. . 
· .. ' 
-
. 
which a -CR received. l 3/4 secso of food available ·an-·d a 
' ' 
. . 
' . - ' 
. H -- received -.3! secs o _(days· 21 00 25) dernonstrat·e the 00 over~ -
shooting and re·turning 0~ invol ved~:.in the stabilization of 
_: • I • 
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. . is near the points for·· the· pr~vious payoff matrix . condition o 
·:·:·_.· 
. - : 
. 
. 
·.---· ~-· The _secor~d day, point· 00 m08 rep;resent·s a large move from. 
the first day to a. new 1.ocation near the locus of the 
------····--"·---·------ _______ ,, _____________________ -----------
-·· -"'."---. Cc-~~-----





. diagonal o . The third _dayo ·point 09 n00 showed· fuTther t•-------; .. '> 
-· 
.. -· . ···-. 
. . 
-
···-~:;:• . .,_,.,·,·-·.···.•_or_:_;:·: ·-·---··- ... ,,·--,·--··-··· 
·•· .. · _:·l!)tcursion·· alo.ng tn·e locus··· of tfie ideai. detector in the 
. . 
. direction away from the p_~evious payoff matrix location e . . 
. 
· On the f-ourth day 0 .· point e•o~0·,. there was lit.tle change ·in 
. 
. 
. performance· ·'as. shown in ·tMe· ROC:_space·o ·· ·o·n the fift-y. day, _. 
---·-





·· point. 00 p 80 p -the direction of movement in _the ROC. space ·was.· .. ·. ··· · 
·. 
'. 
-:~:;~,~r'.·: .: .. :.",: .: .. :· ,. .. 
-· _-_________ , ..... -.. ·--------.·---------
-
---···: ·-·t·htlse:· of~--t.ff,i~'.' s·e cond ·day© 











·. performance sta_bili:zed during the· last·. three days· of·· ~-
',o,.. , 
each. five tj~y p~yc:,f"f __ , __ fllatrix . Condition was ··approximat'-tfl-y .· : ,-··· ------: .-·. _____ .:,, ___ ,-_--· -.:.-.,_-.·:;:·::·-.· .·• ·-.. -- ' . . ., . :-· -·- " . . .. ~ . -. . . 
. 
. : . 
. 
: the· same f9r ·all birds in group AQ ·.·In other words 11 the· 
__ - ----------·--··· -
. --· -----------------------------···-
. asympt·ot].:c· i:fer-formanc·e· (t_h_e. last three days) of each . pay_..m .. 
·, 
"·: ... :, .. , .... ~:.-.·.y:· .·· .. 
••. ti 
. . 
off. matrix condition was similar for all birds c Tha-~-w-o__.:·····----~~~ ~ . ' ' ' ' --- . . - -----· .--~:~_-_: _______ . ·---:-------·:-·--.- ---~-
·--· ··-:-------~----- - - -- ----- --- ------- -----------------·-·· - -• -• - ----·-· -· - -------·--------
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. 
. 
payoff condition where a _CR was fallowed· . by 1; s·ec o of 
_.· food and a H was followed by 4 secs-e of food (see Figure 7) • ,4 , '. •• 
.. . 
. · ' 
· __ ,:.._ .. ,,;. . ·, ·. 
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-The ROC · curves for.:ihree of the bir.ds 'in> group B ar_e. 
_. ___ . C.' -- - ---- ~-- -- . .,- -
·shown in-Figures 9~11o As in the. pre,vious_groupr, all~.-
.. ··birds. in group B 9hanged their· criterio'n of· response . -. 
.39 
· under the various payoff matrix con.di tions w.t}ich resu1 tt3d · .. · _ __:_....-~---,---"---. ----······· --· - • • •::{,' ' 
• I •• 
in an .. ROC . curve· si(Jlilar. _t,o the. lotus.· of_ points· generated. 




-_ . . . ·. 
· .- the .!! and .~. distri_butions ~ · r·his · .. approximation to the.· locus 
. --- -·--· -
. , of the lik.elihoodca,ratio detector was not as good fOI': the 
• 
. ' 
·- ·-----· . ·,... •' 
...... 
_··.· 
· bi·rds- i~n-.· ~Me---abra·pt~,t,:~rrrsi·tion. payoff matrix_ sequence 
. . --........ -.. 












···.be noted that all birds··_.in group'B -h~d Hand FA :rates·· 
.--- • .. which. approximated the por:tiont;O.f the locus of_· 1i.kelihood~ --. . ' . . . . 
. 
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---~:-·=· -:-.~.~~----~urran-c O ncf.r~ro O ~-cif~dff f ere nt.TaF ~; fi-fo r~5.1i--a ~-zcR~~ . · 
, 
. ,. 
-for fi.ve·· of the birds ~n ,group 8 the averag·e H and · 
fA rate for days .. 8~10 (poi_nt 00 a00 ) fell ne·ar the· negative . . •. . 
·. -,_., .. ' 
. . ..
. . ,. ' 
· diagonal 0. ··Point ·00 a 0'- · fqr th·~ remaining bird· fell . substan- ·_.· .-. . . 
. . ' 
.. . . 
. . 
-- - . 
. -i tially ;·beilow theo n~gative 'diagonal_ o Unlike ·group A, there 
·-- --···· ... ·• •-•-:~'. .. ··. ,.-- w it:t.e ___ on l y_ .• tw 0--bi-reJ-& ··. ifl--gToup a· 'for ·-IDhicm-··tner-pOiiif s-. Cif ~·· · ·-·-·--'---' ·····~··--···----..::.-- · -. 
. 
.. · day~ 31-35 (equal reward for a H and CR) fell near pbint · · 
·.~'? 0~--- gr_.tne negative diagonal (one·-· of these two bi;d~9 _____ ·. _.-.· .. • • - ---- -,-.·--
--· ·--·----•• _ •• 7 .- •••••• , ... -~·r--r ,._ ....... --. 
-~ "'-·· , __ •.• - --·' -·- •• ;._ .. _ • ·;. c.·...;.-• .:...:, ...... ,.:, ,· -- --- • • ···"· ,., ... -.,-,'"-,-~- "· .• '-· ·• 
. - ' 
·":·.-bird 67 0 is shown·inFfijure .fCf).· ···Thf ROC point for day.06 • . 
.. . . 
. 
. 
·-:--· -· ___ '_ ___ .. - .. ··-·-·----'~,.~-·.•,;~ . .,:.,,..:.-__:f.;c:i;c...;d~,~-';;~C:"-'"'°'·:-~•:~<<".";;c",~~:,,,,L,.a::a;:. 
--,;-""~~-;::-
~ --· ... 
---
--· f:or each bi:1:d · in group 8 :fell in approximately· the same 
- ' .. 
.... .., ... -------····; 
, area as day· _35 ·(see point 80 zz 00 on Figu1;es· 9<=11)o · · 
~ ._ '~ 
. ·~ -, . 
. 
. 
'The three different co_nditions of payoff matrix sequence 
. 
' 
(-descending,. ascending 9 and abrupt transition). resulted in 
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4 ,.. . 0 
· the same type. of sequential generation of ROC data points · 
-- ----- --- --- .·--_---- .. - · ___ ._- . _.· ... - -----~.-- ----------- as -in.• group .. AO .. BiJ:ds 73 . (se~-e------F-igure •--1-1·):-- ~n--d- 69-----r~bt-:Shown). 
had their ent~ spect·rum. of lateral·. displaCemenf along the 
, 
. locus ·of the likelihood.=ratio detector shifted · to the 
. I_-•. ,. . . 
·_ :-· -left relative to the negativ-e diagonal o --
_: __ The st--ab-i-1-±z-erti-o:n a-f -a· -1oc·ation··-a1ong tne locus ·of .·the·_·--. . . . 
. . 
- . . 




·• . - . in· the ROC curves for group B g .but vJas <less. evident o The .· ·. 
. . . 
. - . . 
.. . . 
. 
. . 
--occurrence ·ofthe· 00 overshooting and retur-ning'0 was_ less __ -__ .-. 
·. freq~ent .· in group s.; Although. thei:~ •· frequently was 8 
· dB"crease in the ··distance between· successive RfJC pointsf./·_ 
·_., -·--- ____ .___ ,---------- --····- ·-·- :: ..... : .. ___ .. , ....• :. ...• - ,--·· .. --· -· 
within a given five day payoff· matri~_ ... , condition for- .. 
. \~ -.,-, . 




. . . 
~generated during the previous ~ayoff condition. 
· · · ;U!:>i;ng the ~same ~c_ritexion·_ •. of'-as-Y-mptot.i~e:-Pf-o.r-m-ance-- <· ,·_ . 
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.. / 
. the locus of the· likelihoodeuratio detector :varied much·._.·· . . 
· · . more·_ for birds in' 'group . B than .foF those~. in- :9~oup---_A o -- ,.,a,_--·,-_··-~--,· . . ..... ,- -····-·' -.-:- . '· - . . - ~ --·- . ·. .. , 
.-.-·- · .. -· ·"- "•. ,·.-.·· ...... ,_ .. _ ...... •; . 
. 
.. '_:; .-.. : .. ·-~-:::: , ... _ ... ,:·· 
·-·-··· ,,.,·-: ...... _·- .... · ......... ,, •... ', 
·, .. .:.~---. --;--·-------,------.,.------:····.,. ____ . ___ _:._.-~--;--~·--:-;---·---·---·~---_---·-------- -· . ·.· .. - ' 
'' - .. 
0 
·while-_all_···bi.rds····1n·group:·-B·showed· the same relativ~---
posi.tiQning (order}. of asymptotic per fotmance ·f()!' thf3 · • ....... . 
,-
---· .. ,_. --· ... ···- . - ;--· -- ;·· ---- - -- . I ---
. - . .· . . . 















· locus of the likelihood-ratio detector O the: absolute. · . 
. 
··_position in ·the ROC space of - the asymptotic pe·rf ormance. 
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. . c, . 
. points varied~ more for the birds· in group B than f a·r the· 
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_ _.· .. , ' -·-·::· ---·----- ... ·. ~ ,' - .. ----, . . . 
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in the descending _ _c payoff matrix sequence condition which.··. 
:_~ _____ :_.;···-- 7 ~--~-~-~ -~-:-· -~-- - 19 a-d---·-t;Me-i-r·--e nt-i-r-e~-~-s-p e ctr um - sh if .t e d to th e 1 e.f t 11 had s i mi 1 a r . ,· : ,.-·· -~ 
. 
locations in ROC_ space· for asymptotic performance points 9 
---· . 
- - -- ----- --~ - -- - - ------ -· --- -- ---- ----------- ---- -- --- - -
· -- -·-·.-- ··--- -- the . bircfs _____ ih--~'t,-e----remaining payoff matrix sequence·. co.ndi-
··. -·tions . :For··. group .B 'sh(iwed' no· .· ... s·u_ch:·'cansi sf en·cy.G. 
The ROC curves··far·bi_rds in·.group··c are··.sh.otun• in·· 
:':Figures 12:140 In·general 9 these ROC curves fell into 
._,{ three typeS which al"e not !'elated to. the three payoff . . ,._ ' ' :, . ' .· . . . -
. . 
. 






. . .. ... :...; ·-
.. ·-. 
_ ·: •.. _: ... matrix~ sequence co_nditionso : The ·fi~rst type. was ··.represeoted ' ... . . .. . . . : : ··, . -
•'-,{ ', ... ·.:, . ... . 
.....,:.,··· . -~ ".-i., 
·--" . . . ,.r -. "r;t. • 
by. blrdS 53 and 51 ( see figure 12)0 In this type of .. RDC .. 
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• . I 
·. •at·. ·ej~the.r: end· ·of the ·chanc.e.·.lirie.Q· ·-·•··T.his. t-yp-e of ROC·--CtJrve::. ·----· 
. could result·. only if . the Q gives the. same :response' either 
· N or, S, to all trials a . for bird 53, th·e. ROC curve· ·indicate.d · · -~-·- c::::zt;:.:1-.._,·~·--
. • .. ' 
-- - . 
. 
. . .., ....... ,;. 
· . that almost ev.ery response· made. was ~J ~--- . It is· evide.nt 
. . ' .·' ' . . . " ' ~ 
· · from ·.the · ROC ··curve._ that. bi_rd:: ... 5.3 .J"lev~r- _ c_h-anged his . c.r iterion 
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matrixo · .. F'or bird 51, the ROC curve_ce_S_bowei:f tJJ.at~durihg~days C 
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. point· u t 00 in figure 12 9 occurred during the· third day of the 
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·.1 S8Co and·a H for 4 se.CSo ... Point .'°a 0 (mean of days a~·11) ·._ 
-~ -~"·--------,----- ~ ~ 
· r·or both -these bird:s f-ell substantially below the negative 
---- ---di ago "'n al uJith the point 0 a 00 of bird ,51· falling very. close· 
· to'· the ·origin o · 
--' .. ,. 
The s~cond type of ROC curve resulting from group 8··. 
•. :c-vJa-sTepre-se-nt~ed-bf'Oiras-55~;42-,-ai,c:J ·34--cses t.igu~~-·13). :· 
These birds shovJed an ability to shift their cri_terion of~·· 
.-. 
. . response· for each of: the·, pay-off matrix conditions but 
· · without· deviating ·greatly from··· the · chance • 11ne. ·· · For bird 
., 
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was contained betwee·n the "origin;_~and ~he· intersectiof.l of . ·. 
-· ·:.~. ··,,., .. , .. ,,-•••1. . 
· -the cha~ce line with the negati~e di·agonal. 
.. 
for birds 34 ::. ·:. ··· · · 
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~c~,=-, "'~c=,-·-~"~"-"""i~h-~-~h • gf th~ qhance line . ( s.ee Ffgure 13) • Among· these •· · .. ·•·. ', ;· - .. ;., . ' 
' 
. 
. three birds there seemed to be no system.atic po.si tipnir1_g_ > 
. 
. 
.·.·of asymptotic peTformance under the· various payoff m·at·rix · . . . \ . . . 
. . . . • . . I . . . . 
··.· .... conditions along the chance _line., For· birds ,55_ and· 42 
(not shown), the average p(H) and p(FA) for days .8-10 fell 
-----------· '• ------ ---------
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. curve for bird 54 (see Figure 14) showed a lo_cu·s of points.·.··· 
· whic~ ~pproximate the ~ntire locu~ of the i~eal detector 
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using a two~point criteriond However 9 th~ approximation 
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ROC points generated during all other days fell· near the . 
. chance line o Tt:le point· 00 a 0' - .for bird 54 fe11 · ne_ar the 
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For five birds in gro~p FA 
. day_ 36 did riot· differ sub·stantiall y, from· the 
.. ponding r.at·es for day 35. For bird 42 (not ~hown),the -
. r . 
-~ 
,. 
·p ( FA) ; ' , : -. and .for day 36 resembled that o·f day 34 • 
Since all but of the. birds • C failed on-e 1n group 
. 
. 
-~-- ----- . - - --·. · c-riterion and since ~he one bi_:r:d that--a1a·c-uias p~rforming 
- -----·--··-·······-----·--·--- ·- ----·-··------·-·- .-------- ·--------· _________ . ___ :_------- '. 





. correcti·ng·· trials .. was empla·yed after day ·-36 .- · .A self-· ' ' 
. 
·. correct'ing trial was defined as .one ·which terrni:nated 'only 
·· .. ·.-·upon.a·· cor~rect response o That is, ·-incorre-ct responses_.··_ 
...... -~·· -c- ·.······· ·c r{l~:; ;d~~ f A-) UJ er;-~ e-~~; .... f ;i·i~: e ~-~c; \~·; ·~ s:: {~-~-- 5°:0 cs ·~-c-a f -.. ·.··· 
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black:ou .. t o . I nsteads, .. the ·stimulus. :v~al:1Je. remaine·a~ ~o-n·-"--·d-is-iil-ia'y __ :~~-,::·~~:-":~--~~=~--;--~----·-~-···-·--··~-, . . . ' . 
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. pa~ticul ar stimulus · value f}- · the _display ended :·ana· ,. 2!·. secs:----·--,····-' - -' . . 
... - - ·-·--·- ... . 
of-, acce·ssability to food began~ .. The same. IT-I of 4 
. 
. . 
used during self-cor·recting- trials 
.-- - ~ '-----' 
-------~---.... ~~~--. - . ;- - --·---~ -- - ...... ~ ~. -- - -------------·------··-·----
56. 
used in the previous· 36 dayso I 
. 
Since all ~§l_f--correcting 
single day was reduced from 200 to 120 · ·.in order to 
··_.·_··facilitate. the maintainence of the deprivation· schedule. 
A total ·of 480 self"':'correcti,ng trials· )!Jere given over· a 
--~-----~·----- -----·----~-.----:- :_., ·-------· '----; ------ - -----
-· .. 
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------------· ---------
~------------··---:---~~----'~ ·-= -----~-- - :---f-QO r--a ay ~- -,i·e r- f od o _ On day 41 each· b-ird in group C vJas · 




· the selfecorre.cting trial-so ~-Fi,re -d~fys of·-the origina.1 






' · equal reward e The H. al}d FA,. rate ·for days 41 -=45 for all< : 
-. l b-irds ingroupC (not shown) r13semblei:L_.t.hesecond-type of 




. . _ROC curv~ previou~ly mentionedo, That is~ all birds_ 
1 
_:__:;~-7~ ' . ·. 
· for days. 41co45 was that birds 53 and 51 demonst·rated ·an_·-···. ·, · ···----·· ---- · 
ability .to .shift the·ir criterion of· response along the 
._ ., ... ' 
·.· ... ~---:~----!:-,.=,., ... ~.:-/· . -~-''·."I 
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-~-.,,;·._ · ·.··. middle section _.of t.he chance ·lineo 
· · .. -.- In · addition _to. -~n . .inspectioo ___ o~.:--~RD-C-_c.--e-LIF-ve-so---~tne"·-·-p·resent···. 
· : investigation· wa·s concerned wi~h .. the distribution of. N ' .· . ' •' ·. 
-
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· ~req'uen~},1 · ana_lysis of: £i and & responses. across· the sti·mulus _. · 
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·or_·_ ascending payoff matrix· sequence condition uJas random! y .• 
selected ·anQ ...... J~ne· of the two birds in._ the abrupt t.~ransition ·. 
sequence w~s rando~ly chosen~ For group C0 bird 54 ~i~ 
selected since· he approximated·" the. two-point ··criterion . _ 
• 
c=---·e- . --·-- .· •. 
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.. · ... ~ .... detectoro · Also, from group .. C .one bird was randomly selected·-----~----J 
·-.:.:··:~~----: -~--.--:-·-.... ~c._'.c:-·-~-f-rom-am·o-n-g·---t-h-o-se·--:-:wh-o·--s-h-i-f·t-e_d_ .-. th-e·.t·r-. c·r1-tc-e-r·icrn-~crf ___ re-s-pl:frfse- · · ... ·· . .· -... ···. · · 
··• :_ -.-' _________ b_ut -performed at chance level o . The birds' which ·were 
- selected were birds:--79~-~and- 4 fr-om· Group: A0 bir_ds··-·71 and: · · 
-. 67 from gr·oup BO an·d birds 54 and 34 f_rcim group. C •. ·. The · 
• 
' ·- < • • • ..... 
_,-. 
distribution. of N and -S acr.oss st-imulus values was carried--· 
- -.. 
. · o.ut for each day during days 1-35 for bir.cf.s::_::from gro.ups A · · · 
. . . ~-., ' 
,;_.v:-- . -. 
• '-..;; 
l ' ' · and 8 and .:dur·iog days 11-30 for birds from gro_up CG · 
. -- .:--·r· 
./ . ihe most ·noticeable·resUlt·from.the frequency analysis 
' ' ' 
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-· . 
. . . . 
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_ __:__ : ;' . ..,.,. 
· of ~: and . §. responses for all· birds in all g:,;o_ups JJJ.as . the _ . ----·~ 
a:bs·ence of acc. s·harp cutoff along t,he stimulus dimension on 
. - -~ 
. either side of ·t-u.hich. only one type of response' is .made 9 r n 
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response criterion. , Stimulus. unce~tai~ty ( amount of.overlap·· 
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determined by' noti'} __ g __ ~_-tt,s· __ ·nJ.Jm_t)e_r of event's p both n and S 9 . . - -···----···---~--·-·····------ --~_.----··--·-:--··· -
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in the -area· of -overlapping distributions in figure 1 an".d 
. 
' ' 
· multiplying by five .since -there IJJEare five blocks rtgiven each .. 
' 
' Thus1' the in9ex of stimulus uncertainty during each ,. ' 
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butions for bird 79 are presented in figure· 15 ,and rep re-· 
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·- ... •• • .. ·-- -
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•sent days 1-10 ___ -(equal. reL1Jard payoff matrix)o-_ These days··_ 
. 
. .. 
~ere selected to show -the. acquisition ·-of a, response cri-
' ~ . ' - . . 
terion. us·ed by birds w ..hose ROC c·urve_ app_roximated _ the 
. irleal detector for group A. Figure 15 shows that during . 
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·. 7:9 started· to respond_ differentially to the sti·mulus values.· __ .-_ 
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"first seven days resembled day 1 of bird 79 o ·. On da'y 8, 
bird_4_§3;;tablisbed a response criterion between stimulus -
- --
- .-- - - -- - -·--------·- ·- ----·--- - ----------·------~--- --- .- -- . ' ' ·t -· - -- ---
·val Lies_ 4>anrl -~ with response uncertainty_ less than stimulus -
._ .. uncertainty 0: _ T:he response criterion -remained stationary -
·. -f·ot'. days 9 and 10 o -
The samples .of the frequency analysis fdr bird 4 
which are presented (s-ee~fgur-e 16) are for days 16c::o25o 
. - . _. --- -
- --- ---- ._,. ---- -- -· - - . -
. 
- ' These f~gures wer.e selected to shovJ· the Ji and 1 distri- ·• --
- b,,utions duri~ng·a perl~cid of ;oo·vershooting a·nd. returning•• 
anrl dur_ing a petlod of abrupt change in payorf rnatiix 
._ . 
•' ·-. 
···>>·values for -group A e .· On day 16, the first day .under the - · 
.. .. , .. 
~:.-, . ,_ 
: payoff matrix. c-o-ndi tion · where a H-- was rewar·ded for. 1-·· sec.· 
•---· •; ---··-- ---·-.·· 
' . : . .: ... ·•· ... ~ :·- : ... -·-'-··---_.:. _ _:____ _______ ---------;·· 
. , .· .. ·- : · . 
. . . ',: 
is between· stimulus values 4 and 50 .On the .. pre.vious. day.:- -·- ------ - . . -- --·------··-···. ···:· -----: . .· .· ' . . ·. • •-c:·-.-..:_·c-_-··'·-~.'.: •. : •-··_ 




- a· marked· decrease i·n the f-req_uency of .§. .responses and a 
-• shift to_ a respon-se: criterion between stimulus values 3 · 
and 4 e During day .18 there _was a further decrease in the 
. . . 
. . 
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Days 21 to 25 represented the most abrupt change in 
payoff matrix values for bird 4 since the maxfmaJly 
differential payoff matrix of the previous five days tua-$ 
.. ··---~-----·------- ·- ........... ·- ..... ·········· ,,-- ---·-
\ 
------- -- - ------- .. : .. - -
-
reversed. · During day 21 p the response criterion shifted . . . . . . 
,:)•". 
·· · onB stimulus value to the left·_ ( between stimulus values 
4 and 5). for day 22 0 the stiffiulus value 5 was given the 
- ' -, - - -- - __ , - -,~ -~ -,- - ,., . ~ . 
· • response .. f as often as· the :t'E!Sp()n§_ei ~o _ far_ day-23,- - -- , ______ ,_, ___ ,: _____ ; 
- ... :..... . . . - ·-. 
the response criterion was between stimulus values 5. and 15. 
· - for day 24 the response criterion was between stimulus \ 
. . . . 
· valu-es 6 and - 7 G . ' . 
. "'· ./ .·· . · .. ·. 
,.',t" Fina1lyo for. day 25 the criteriOn was at>.• 
. stimulus value 7 ( equal number of N and S responses). 
. . ,:.'.o/ . - . -· .. , 
.... ._ . 
." .. ~ 
· ··- The reader is referred to Figure 8 for the ROC points '. 
days 16-25 changed from .. day to..day-~with the average being .. 
below that of stimulus uncertainty (30). Response uncer-
. . 
~- ...... . :"": - . 
~ ., . -·. ':. . ' . 
. . 
. tainty dee:teased during the course of the 35 days of the _· .. ·• --_ 
exp er irn ~ nt f o I' gr cup A... -. The... average ~mp~~~-- ~f_· _ ~-~ SJJ()1:l~E!~ -...C.-- _ ---'-'-, -•--• •• _ .... 
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· uncertainty fol' birds79andlf:during_days 31-35 was 13•5 
• ' 't-, 
•; 
and 15 respecti val y s ·_·AI so v for both of these birds· the - - i 
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.. For days 1-=4 9 bird -71 responded to all stimulus v-alues uJi th· .. ·, ... -






for the response·£:! for most s_timulus .valuese - On pay 4 ·the 
.. -. first ~igns of a criterion of·_· response. occurr:ed. betuJ·een··· . . . 
. 
. 
stimulus values 4 and 5 but with a great amount· of response 
-. ,,-· uncertainty (57) which ·continued through day 5 (58)" · For 
. ,, 
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. (eq~al frequency of .t! and §. responses) but there was a 




·-.·_.day _ 7 there w~-s a fur-th er reduction_ in reiponse uncertain.ty · _ .... 
· (34) and. the· response · criterion was: between. ~timulus :values,· ·· .·.• .--. . ' 
. '. 
I ,· .. 
- ------···- -
I • 3and 40 _For··day8_the respons·e criterion did.not:·shift 
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. 
·· .. -._·-and t·h·e·.redt.:rction in··response uncertainty·· (28) re.sulted.· ·· 
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an analysis involving the probability of a correct response 
on the fir-st trial of each block was performed for all 
birds selected for the.·· frequency analYsis of ~ and 2, 
responses. · The first trial of every block for groups A, 
· .. Bo and. Cpresented stimulus Values 5 9 411 and 1. resPectiVelys 
The stfm.ulus events on the first trial of everY blOck rdr • 
' ' ..... . 
all groups, w~_S_J=L n_~ise ___ ev.~_ntAr-~· +able 2 shows the probability 
' . 
. . 
. of a .. correct response on. the first trial during the various·. 
. . . .- . . -
. . 
Payoff matrix .. Conditions. · · If sequential learning occurredu · .· 
. . ,. . 
· there would be a Steady increase in. the probability value 
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The abilit_y to specif·y-· the· distribution of n and'· 
. . •' ' 
. . . ~ . --=- ~ 
(! ·• 
·-.·· s ·_sensory events· and to analize··-·t:b.e· distrib.utions. ·of· N ·-.. --,_--'. ... , 
c:c::::z:t • .· • • . ._. 
·. 
·. . ' ' 
.. --
. 
and s. responses in relation to· these events would afford . -===,· . 
. . 
. 
. .·• . . . 
.. · the, investigator or rSo an ,irtvaluab1e .. ·. ?id 1n understanding 
•- _th_e decision processes involvedo · The resul·ts of the -
present st_udy s_ugges~ that· the·.- use· of' overlapping distri- · 
. 
. ... -··. _,.-
but ions of physical values in a multi-=stimulus discrimina- • 
. . . 





· .. making processes· invo·lving. the hyp,othetical . distribu~ion,s. ·. •·-· .. _· 
' ! . 
. . ·. of sensory ·events assumed by TSO 9 may ·be profitable ··for 
····proponents of the theory of. likelihood-ratio det ect.i.on. 
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obser~ation that the obtained: ROC: points fal.l slightly·._ ,···· 
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_-~ when exposed ta va:i;y}.ng p,ayoff m.a.tr.lx. valueso _H·owev-e:f 0····-
th·e empirical re·sponse criterio·n does -not resemble· the 
sharp cutoff point o.f the ideal. detecto~ o That is fJ · there . 
is always· -s·ome·--r·e··s·p1rnse .· uncertainty· f Clr. all· birds whereas· 





·. . ·. . 
rule 0 never ·responds ·with untertaintyo - The overlapp·ing. 
area of· N and S distributions represents error i·n respond~ ' . . . ·. c=c::I, . -- . . . 
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-· · be. related to an inabilit_y ·to discr·iminat.e p~_t,ween conse-. - . :·······-·-;--·-· --- -- --
cutive values· along the stimulus dimension since the Pilot 
animals previously ,,ment·ione·d. only established that the.· 
.. stimulus ··values O · a·nd 1 could be ·discriminated· in a. two 
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· 200 trials daily to. reach this criterion· of performance-·. 
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·-, ·. 
~---e-n--a: .task. involving· only two . stimuli o· · 
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....... · ... · ... · ... · detec:t,ion. task. · Both . these Sour ceS of e r.ror · {errOr· ·~in- ·· · - .. · - ,...--·· 
discrirninatio'n of consecutive stimuli and error in the . 
'< 
.. application' of a· decisio:·n,, rule} may be ,operating simul-
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interesting to note that there was .. a definite.·· decrea.se 




' task for· group Ao. ·Th~ speculatior1 _JlOJlLb_ai-n-g. -o-f-fe.rred ·is.· 
that .the· error due to discrim·inabili ty ~f- consec·uti ve 
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, aff~sict, the criteri·on o · 
The ·results of group 8 show t.hat · a response criterion· 
·. !?an tie developed. and appa-rently manipulated ·.in the range·. . 
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·. · · added to the list of -extr·a--=sensory va.ri~bles that affect 
the. response cri ter.i.on;.several c.:onsidera-tions · should be 
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·.··•anywhere within·-. the range of ovElrlap _since_ any.· place within 
' . 
thati>range of· uncertainty. is as optimal · as -any> other 0 · · For 
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'this ·reason .t.he_ '~ppea-ran~e of ··the birds' criterion · of 
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this, it-is not surprising that shifts.in criterion for •.' ·. -· 
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.. opt_imal criterion lctc.a.tions: for. a.1·1: di ffer~ntia1---. payoff · ,i 
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-the l.arger range of stimulus un_certainty for.·groups· .c 
. . I 
·, 
• p 
. rr1a·y have led -to----p-erformance at th·e chance· levels 
. It is -interestin·g' that· the one birdp 54rr who deviate·d -
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from the chance ·line employed a two~·poipt cJ:i.terion and ·-·--····-· 1-"~"'"' .... ' 
closely approximated the· locus of the ideal detectoro . 
The frequency- anal y·sis_· _of · f\l and . S resp·onses across stirn~ . .. . . . .---· ' . c=::;:, • . ~ . . 
. . 
~ulus values for bird 34 showed· th,at. differential· respondc: _· 
in~j"~·never ·occurred a. Th~at i~ 9 _ even the· sign.sofa ··single 
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·- ......... ;_ ..... ··-··.····· 
... point criterionnever ~ppearedo To further compound the· 
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:.·matching of_:.respon5:es .. a,.t. easA· st,imu:lus. value may -have,.·· .. I . 
occurred uJithin the -range· of . stimulus uncertain_t.y o 
· This seems doubt f.ul to t<ne auth.or o- · Alt,hough the ·2o 
" 
· priqri .. probabiJitieS of .· the .!! and _§, events · rema~~e,d _ ............. . 
,· . 
cons~ant a.t each stimulus value 9 the probability of 11.·. 
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. and §.. r'es'palises :for a given _stimulus value .changed 
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under the various p.ayoff mat;ix .. cond·it!ons~ .. Also,· if 
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that desrj'ite tJ,e ·equal probability_ of n •. and. s events -. . . .. ···-. ·. 
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three· .groups o Therefore~ if. the task was per .. formed on 
the basis of iearning l
0
ef.t and right ·responses· and with 
disrega-rd of . the stimulus dimension O the. p·erf qrma:,nce of · 






·. the case e · -Second v. the sequence ·. of trials w ithi-n the 
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. were b_ased oo ·the stimulus· dimension and not on pos1t.ion.'. 
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finaliy 9 . Table .. ,-2 show~ the. proba.bility o-f a correct· 
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J vatious payoff matrix chnditions. fluctuations in the 
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ev~nt on 'the first trialo Thei increase in the probability 
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